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Let f: S3 + S2 be a continuous function. If y E S2 assume that f*(y) has the shape of a circle and 
that there are neighb,orhoods V c U of f-‘(y) such: that for any point inverse f-*(z) c V, the 
inclusion of f-‘(z) into U is essential. We show that f can be approximated arbitrarilv closely bj 
Seifert fiber maps. AZ 
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1. Introduction and theorems 
In studying mappings between manifolds it has usuaity turned out that a mapping 
whose point inverses all have trivial shape is a near homea~morphism with no need of 
any regularity assumption [2,14,24]. On the other hand for (a mapping with 
nontrivially :;haped point inverses to be a fibration or approximate fibration some 
regularity condition is needed [9,1,26,8]. Our aim in this paper is to see how much 
“irregularity” there can be in a mapping f : S3 + S” where every point-inverse has the 
shape of a circle. Thle regularity condition we use is 1-movability for mappings. A 
proper mapping f : M + N bc:tween locally compact, separable metric A.NR’s is a 
l-movable mapping at y E A’ provided that for each neighborhood Uo of if-p(y) there 
are neighborhoods V r= U ot’ f-l(y) in U0 such that if f ’ (y “> is any point inverse in V. 
then the inclusion induced map gi(f’(y’), X) + wr( U, X) is an isomorphism onto the 
image of the inclusion induced map 7r1( V, x) + vl( U, x). 
We now state our main theorem. 
heoircm 1. Let f : S3 + S* be a mapping such that, for each y E S*, Sh r’(y) = Sh S’ 
and there exists neighborhoods V = U of f-‘(y) in S3 such that for each f ‘(y ‘) c V&e 
inclusion of fWr(y’) into IJis an essential mapping. Then f is I-movable at y fior all but 
at most two points in S*. 
* Research of both authors supported by N. S. IF. contract. 
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The property 1 -movability was introduced in [S] as a partial criterion for a map to 
be an approximate fibration. A surjective mapping f:M + N is an approximate 
fibration provided that given a space X, maps g :X + M and H : X x I + N such that 
fg = H IX x {0}, and an open cover E of B there exists a map G : X x I + E such that 
G 1 X x (0) = g and fG is E -close to H [7]. Two maps are e-close if both images of any 
point are contained in some element of 8. We also say G is an e-lift of H in this case. 
Using this terminology and the result of [S, Theorem 3.91 we can restate the main 
theorem as follows. 
Corollary 1. If f : S3 + S2 is Q mapping satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1, then f is 
an approximate fibration over the complement of at most two points in S2. 
The following examples show that l-movability (also complete regularity, etc.) can 
indeed fail at two points in this context, and in addition provide a collection of 
standard examples. 
Let p : S’ x S’ + S’ be a projection whose point inverses are (p, q)-curves on 
S’ x S’ and let u : S’ * S’ +&S1 x S’) be a map whose only nondegenerate point 
inverses are the circle inverse images of the two suspension points. (* denotes join, C 
suspension.) Finally, let fPeq :S3 + S2 be the composition 
s3 s s’ * s’ ,o* %?(S’ x S’) pb) - Z(Sl) = s2. 
Every point inverse of fpe4 is a simple closed curve in S3. Also fp,q is a trivial fiber 
bundll: over the complement in S2 of the north and south poles, but it is not a 
fibration over all of S” unless IpI = 14 I=: 1. The map f 1.1 is the Hopf fibration [ 111, and 
fl.0 is the l-sphere mapping described by Lather [lS]. All of the maps are Seifert 
fiber maps [23]. 
Theorem 2. If f : S3 + S2 satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1 and E > 0 then there 
exists a pair of integers p and q and a mapping g topologically equivalent tofp.q :S3 + S2 
such that d( f, g) c e. 
The following terminology and notation wili be used in this paper. A neighborhoud 
U sf a subset X is a set containing X in its interior. The closure of X is denoted Cl X. 
The symbol = means “is homotopic to”, while s mean!3 either “is homeomorphic to” 
or “is isomorphic to” depending on the category. The k-sphere is denoted Sk, the 
unit interval I or [0, 11. For a compact metric space X; Sh X denotes the shape of X 
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we use the standard symbols for homotopy, hom.ology, and Tech cohomology 
groups :as in [25], for example, plus underlining of those symbols for inverse limit 
groups; i.e., shape groups [22]. Coefficients are always the integers. Homornor- 
phisms nal.ned 4, qf of 6 subscripted or not, will always be tacitly assumed to be 
induced by inclusion. A homomorphism h : G + where G = =Z (the integers) 
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is said to be a multiplication by p for a non-negative integer p provided ic, (ho) = PA H 
for some choice of generators hG for G and hH for . For a positive integer k, ick 
denotes the integers mod k. 
Section 2 contains the proof of Theorem 1 broken into several lemmas. This prl;, -$ 
is motivated by an argument of Montgomery and Zippin [Is, Theorem 6.7.1], 
Section 3 contains the proof of Theorem 2. We assume throughout that f : S” + S* is a 
mapping satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1. 
he proof of Theorem 1 
Temporarily fix a point yo E S*. Since f-‘(~0) is strongly movable [22], there exist 
connected neighborhoods U and Uo such that y,o~ U c Uoc S* and 
&o: ~~(f’(y~), ~~)~~(f-*(&), x0) is an isomorphism onto the image of 
4 :rl(f-'(U),~~)~~r~(f'(Uo),x~) for each XOE~'(YO). If Y E U and xlEfc’(y), 
then the image of 
is contained in image 4. Hence 
is a well-defined homomorphism between copies of Z. Hence c&‘c& is a multi- 
plication by p for some p. The number p is in.dependent of the cha.nge of base point 
isomorphism, so hereafter we suppress base points. Also, by hypothesis p > 0. Define 
cu:U+R bycY(y)=p. 
Lemma I. If y E U there is a neighborhood Vof y in Usuch that for ef-ery y ’ E Vthere is 
a positive integer k such that cy (y’) = ka! (y). 
Proof. By movability choose neighborhoods V and V. sulch that 11 E V c V. c U 
and & : rlf-‘(y) + wlf-‘( Vo) is an isomorphism onto the ilmage of q9 : ?rlf’( V) -+ 
-If- ‘Wo)* 
If yk V, then @&,,~ is multiplication by k for some Ipositive integer k. But 
&?#,t = ~&Y~~‘~Y~ so q5&$,,# is multiplication by k(y). 
a 2. ff is lower semi-continuous. 
roof. Let y E LY -‘(*r, +a). There is a neighborhood W of y ini U such that for 
every y’ E V, cx (y’) = k(y) where k 2 1. Hence V c ct?(r, +a) which proves the 
lemma. 
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Lemma 3, The set C = {y E U 1 cy is continuous at y} is open and dense. The set 
D = U - C can be written as D = D1 v D2 where D1 is dense in itself (i.e. for each 
d E DI. every neighborhood of d contains uncountably many points of D,) and Dz is 
countable. 
The proof is a standard argument; see for example [4, p. 3951, [10, Chapter IX], or 
[19, p. 262,263]. Consequently we do not repeat it here. 
. flf-l(C):fl(C)+ c is an approximate fibration. 
Proof. Let y E C and V $e a neighborhood of y on which Q! is constant and 
(I = ka(y) for each y’~ V by Lemma 1. Thus for each y’~ C’, 
$,‘(/I,#: mf-‘(Y’b mf ‘(Y) 
is multiplication by k -= 1; tha.t is, an isomorphism. This fact is unaffected by changing 
basepoints o f is l-movable at y. Since f is also n-UV for all n # 1, f 1 f-‘(C) is an 
approximate fibration by [S, Proposition 3.8 and Theorem 3.91. 
Lemma 5. (i) If A is an arc in U with endpoint d and A - {d} c C, then the inclusion 
i: f-‘(d)+ f ‘(A) is a shape equivalence. 
(ii) If c is the other endpoint of A, then the inclusion j induces j* : fi ‘( f1 (A)) + 
fi’( f ‘(c)) which is a multiplication by &)/o(d). 
roof. By the Kozlowski-MardCsiE formulation of shape theory [ 13,161, i is a shape 
equivalence if the restriction induced map r: [f’(A), L] + [f’(d), L] is a bijection, 
where [X, L] denotes the set of homotopy classes of maps of X to L and L is an 
arbitrary ANR. 
To show that r is surjective, let g : f l(d) + L be a map and let # be an extension of g 
to a saturated neighborhood W of f-‘(d). By applying the regular lifting property of 
approximate fibrations [7, Proposition 1.51 to a deformation of A into f( W) holding 
a neighborhood of d fixed, we can find a map G : f ‘(A) + W which is the identity of 
f-‘(d). Then g G is an extension of g, and it follows that r is surjective. 
To show that r is .monic, suppose that g and h are maps of f-‘(A) into L whose 
restrictions off+(d) are homotopic. Since L is an ANR, we can find extensions # and 
6 of g and h to a neighborhood V of f-‘(A), a neighborhood W of f-‘(d) in V, and a 
homotopy Ht : W + L such that HO = & 1 W and Hl = 61 W. By regular lifting again, 
we can find a homotopy G, : f ‘(A: + V such that Go = identity, G, 1 f’(d) = identity, 
and Gt (f-‘(A)) c W 
Define a homotopy Ft : f-‘(A) + L by 
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Then Fo = g, Fi = h and it follows that r is manic. Thus i is a shape equivalence. 
Now let c be the other endpoint of A. By the I-Iurewicz theorem [lS] and the fact 
that i is a shape equivalence, the inclusion induced maps send ,&(f-‘(c)), 
H(f-‘(A)), and Hl(f-‘(4) monically into the image of &(f-“(J+,)) in 
&-I( &)) and are multiplications by Q!(C), a!(d), and a!(d) respectively. It follows 
that j* :&(f’(c))+ &(f’(A)) is a multiplication by a(c)/&(d). Finally, j* is a 
multiplication by a (c)/a(d) by the Universal Coefficient Theorem (which applies 
since f-‘(A) and f’(c) have the shape of S’). 
Remark. In the proof of (i), we only needed regular lifting. The same argument can 
be used to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem. Suppose f : X + Y is an approximate fibaa tion between metric sptides. If Y is 
path connected, then any two fibers off have the same shape. 
This gives both a generalization and a simpler proof of Theorem 2.12 of [7]. 
Lemma 6. D is countable. 
Proof By Lemma 3, D = Dz u D2 where B1 is perfect (in U) and D, is countable. 
We shall prove that D1 = 0. Suppose D1 # 0. Since a! 1 Dl is lower semicontinuous 
there is a point b E D1 which is a point of continuity for Q! 1 Dl. Choose a connected 
open neighborhood V of b such that 
(i) for each ye VIID~, a(y)=a(b), and 
(ii) for each y E V there is a positive integer k such that a(y) = k(b). 
Let E = {y E C n V 1 a(y) > a (b)}. Then E is open and we claim E is non-empty. 
Otherwise if E = 0, then a(c) = a(b) for each c E C n V. Also if d E D n V then 
a(b)~cr(d)by(ii)andcr(d)~cY(c)=cu(b)forsomecECnVbyLemnna1andthe 
density of C; hence cu(d) = a(b). But then (Y(Y) =cu(b) for every y E Y which 
contradicts the fact that b is a discontinuity of cr. 
Choose distinct points & and & in D1 n V, c E E and let 21 and A, be arcs in V-D2 
such that A1 n A 0 = {c} and the endpoints of Ai are & and C. Let di be the first point 
of intersection of Ai with Dl (from c toward $) and let Ai be the subs;;-: of Ai with 
endpoints di and c. Then for some integer k > 1, we have /<A! (do) = k~! (dl) = ci’ (c). 
Applying Lemma 5 we get that Bi = f’(Ai) has the property that H* (Bi) s Z and the 
inclusion induced mrlp &‘(Bi) + I?( f-‘( c )) is multiplication by k. It follows from a 
Meyer-Vietoris argument that &*(Bl u B2) = Zk, which is impossible by Alexand;.- 
duality. Thus D1 is empty and the proof of Lemma 6 is complete. 
We are now ready to allow y. to take on different values in S*. Thus, for each y E S* 
there is a neighborhood UY = C,, u D, and a mapping a,, : U,, -) _R with the prfsperties 
of U, C, D and Q! in the above lemmas. If y E Uyl n uy2 then y E CY1 if and only if 
y E Cvz since the number k in Lemma 1 depends on the behavior of only those point 
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inverses near-f-‘(y). Choose a set Y = {yl, . . . , y,} C S* such that IJy=; U& = S”. The 
set C’s = IJy= 1 Cvi and Do = I,&1 DYi are independent of Y. Furthermore C, is open 
and dense, DO is countable, and f is an approximate fibration over Co. 
a 7. If K is an open disk in S* such that the boundary of K is in Co, then f1 
homeomorphic to the c.pmplemerst of a tame simple ctosed curve (possibly knotted). 
Proof. Since we are only interested in the end off l(K), we can argue as in [12] that 
~f-l(K) is homeomorphic to the interior of a compact manifold with torus boundary. 
The lekmma follows easily. 
Leltnma 8. If y is a boizift in an opera disk K irz S* such that K -(yjc CO, then 
f-‘(K) = Sf x I?*, tf/v : gl f ‘(y) + ?pl f l(K) is an ~somo~h~sm, and$y: rl f ‘(y’)+ 
rlf ‘(K)ismultiplicationbykforalfy’~K-{y}. Thenumberkdoesnotdependony’ 
t3nd if y E Do, then k > 1. 
Proof. Since F-‘(y) has the shape of a circle there are neighborhoods W c V of y in 
K such that (by : rl f l(y) + ?rl f ‘( V) is an isomorphism onto the image of 
4 %f l(W) + VI f ‘( V). There is a mapping r if’(K)+ f ‘( W) such that ir = 1 
where i is the inclusion off’(W) into f ‘(K) and 1 is the identity of f-*(K). This is 
obtained by applying the regular approximate homotopy lifting property of 
f 1 f-‘(K -{y}) to a deformation of K into W which keeps a smaller neighborhood of 
y fixed. On rrl f ‘(K) this means i*r* = && = 1 where f : &(V) + ~rlf’(K). 
Since vr! f ‘(K) is a knot group and &* : lrrl f ‘(K) + im Cc, is a monomorphism into a 
copy of Z, it must be that WI f ‘(K&Z and f-*(Kj=S’ x R*. But now 
5: im 4 : im 4 + 7tlfe1(K) is an epimorphism between copies of 2; hence an iso- 
morphism. Therefore I& = && is an isomorphism. 
Now let y’ E W -(y}. As in Lemma I r(ly : wl f ‘(y’) + rrl f ‘(K) is multiplication by 
k. Furthermore k is independent of y’ since W -{y j c Co. The set of all y’ E K --{y} 
with this property is both open and closed, so it is in fact all of M -(y}* It is clear that if 
yEDO, then k>I. 
Le a 9. Do contains at most two points. 
roof. Suppose not. Since D untable, DO contains three isolated points ye, y2 
and y3. Let K1, K2 and K3 be disks in S* such that Km A Do = {y,,} (n = 1,2, 311, 
K=KluK2uK&anopen 5isk,L=K1nK2nK3=K,1nK,,., (m#n)isanopen 
disk, and L c Co. By Lemma 8, the inclusion of L into K,, induces a multiplication by 
k, OII 7r1 where kn > 1 (n = 1,2, ?). It follows from the van Kampen theorem that 
nl f l(K) = G inas the presentation 
(PI, P2, P3 : PP = p2k2 = &3). 
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Since G is a knot group b:y Lemma 7 and has non-trivial center (&[ is a cyclic 
generator of the center of G), G must be the group of a torus knot [S]. Thus, G has a 
rescntation of the form (x, ,y : .I? = y”). It follows that the quotient of G by its center 
is isomorphic to both ZP * 2; and Z,I‘, * Zk2 * &, which is impossible [ 17, Corollary, 
‘p. 1921. 
Theorem 1 follows directly from e above lemmas. The authors wish to thank Jim 
Boler for a helpful conversation concerning the proof of Lemma 9. 
of of Theorem 2 
Let f, C, D be as above and assume that D = {a, b}. (The case ]rPl< 2 can be 
handled similarly.) Let E > 0 be given. For x E S2 - B, let Ed = min {$, id (x, U)} and 
Vx = NEx (x). Let U be the cover { V, 1 x E S2 - D}. By the proof of Theorem A of [ 121, 
there is a locally trivial fibration g :f’(C) + C such that g anidfl C are U-close and g 
has S’ fibers. Since f-‘(C) is orientable and C has the homotopy type of S’, g is 
trivial. By our choice of U, g extends to a map g : S3 -j S2 such that g(f-’ (,a)) = a and’ 
g(f l(b)) = 6. Xow let A and B be closed disks of diameter less than E/J containing n 
and b respectively irr their interiors. As above A’ = g-‘(A) and J? = g-‘(B) are sohd 
tori. We can now alter g on the interiors of A and B to produce PW E -approximation d 
to f which is equivalent o one of the maps fP,4. 
Note added in proof 
The authors can now remove the non-degeneracy ondition in the hlypothesis of
Theorems 1 and 2. Both theorems remain true under the assumption that each point 
inverse has the shape of S2. Details will appear elsewhere. 
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